Introduction
Abhyankar ( [1] , (11. 18) ) has raised the following question:
Suppose φ: A£ -> A* is an algebraic map of the plane onto the line. Suppose the fibre over some closed point has one place at infmity. Do then all fibres (over closed points) have one place at infinity?
In the first part of this paper, we show the following:
i) The generic fibre of φ has one purely inseparable place at infmity.
ii) The general fibre has one place at infinity.
iii) The multiplicity sequences at infinity (relative to any choice of variables x, y for the plane) of almost all fibres satisfying ii) are identical.
In the second part, we give examples to show that ii) and iii) are "best possible"; in particular, the answer to Abhyankar's question is "No".
The present work enables us (by methods quite different from theirs) to reprove the celebrated Epimorphism Theorem of Abhyankar and Moh, s well s a related result of the same authors which answers Abhyankar's question affirmatively in the case when the map φ is "tarne".
The writer would like to thank Avinash Sathaye for several illuminating conversations, and A. T. Lascu for considerable help with the proof of 1. 14. Special thanks are due my teacher, Peter Russell, who provided me with both guidance and Inspiration during the time the present work was done.
k will denote an arbitrary field, unless otherwise stated. Following several writers, we use the symbol A [n] to denote a polynomial ring in n variables over the ring A.
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Definition.
Let A be an affine domain over k, with quotient field K. We say 1) A has one place at infinity if there is a unique valuation ring F of K over k such that 2) A has one rational place at infinity if 1) holds and V is rational, i.e., the residue field K(V) is k.
(We shall be primarily eoncerned with plane curves satisfying 2) ; in the title of this paper we have kept the traditional nomenclature for such curves.)
If A has one place at infinity, then A is necessarily one-dimensional, so Fis a discrete valuation ring. If/e R^k [2] and A =R/fR has one [rational] place at infinity, we say/ has one [rational] place at infinity. The following facts are well-known :
1. 2. 1) Suppose A has one rational place at infinity. Then Spec A is geometrically integral.
Suppose KID k is any field, x, y are algebraically independent over K, and /e/? = fc[x, y] has one rational place at infinity. Then 2) /e K ® k R^K [2] has one rational place at infinity, hence 3) /-λ is irreducible for all λ e K.
Suppose f=f(x,y)e k [x 9 y]&k [2} is nonconstant. We shall be eoncerned with properties of the linear pencil of curves on A*. (Here V(f) denotes the effective divisor defined by/.) Suppose t is transcendental over k, and X, Y are indeterminates over k
(t). Then f(X 9 Y) -tek(t)[X, Γ] can be regarded s the generic curve of the pencil A(f)\ it is a regul r, integral &(/)-curve.
(For all this, see [16] , §1.) [2] .
3. Main Theorem. Let k be any field, and let /e R ^k m have one rational place at infinity. Let t be transcendental over R and consider f-tek(t) ® k R^k(t)

1) /-t has one place Ό at infinity , which is purely inseparable over k (t).
2) Ifx, y eR and R = k[x, y], then the residue field degree [κ(Ο):Α:(0] ofO divides g.c.d. (deg*/, deg,/).
The proof of 1. 3 involves several Steps. While the details are not themselves devoid of interest -we call attention especially to 1. 7 (the "Local Lemma") and 1. 14 (the "algebraic Kodaira lemma") below -we have thought it best to state at once the central result. (See also 1. 15, where the value of the invariant [*c(O) :&(/)] of the curve feR is established.) In the same spirit we record here another result which is a corollary of the proof of 1. 3, rather than of the main theorem itself, and whose proof is therefore deferred: We begin the proofs of 1. 3 and 1. 4 by recalling for the reader some constructions which figure crucially in them.
Suppose/e R s k [2} has one rational place at infinity. Let
, and a prime divisor Λ λ on Pj£, whose support is the projective closure of the support |K(/-A)| of K(/-A). We set A^^dL^, where d = deg/and L 00 =Pfc-A* is the prime divisor at infinity of A*. (Note that these notions depend on the choice of x 9 y.) Then Λ = Λ(f) = {Λ λ \λek u {co}} is a linear pencil on P* without fixed component. We have a diagram where φ is the rational map determined by A, the X i are integral nonsingular projective :-surfaces, σ,· is a blowing-down (σ-process) with centre Q t eX i9 say, and φ ° σ 0 ° ··· ° a s is regul r on Α" 5+1 . We assume that 1. 5. l minimally resolves the indeterminacy of φ, i.e., that each Q t is an infinitely near (i.n.) base point of A. We also have a diagram [11] , with allowances for the fact that his base field is assumed to be algebraically closed and of characteristic zero. In that paper, the author develops fairly elaborate machinery which allows him, given the structure of A (l \ to determine that of A (j \ where j>i is computed in terms of (or sometimes only bounded by) certain numerical characters associated to A (i \ This machinery gives considerable insight into what is going on in 1. 5. l ("blowing up the base points of Λ (/)"), and was in fact the original Inspiration for the examples that appear in § 2.
However, we were able, above, to get global data about the pencil Λ (1) on \ in terms of local equations at Po = Qo for the members of the pencil Λ (0} on X 0 . This Situation persists -it turns out that local data concerning Λ (ί} at Q t enable one to describe A (i+1) . The main advantage which the local machinery we are about to introduce enjoys over Miyanishi's is simplicity -it involves only one blowing-up, whereas Miyanishi's deals with sequences of blowings-up. The main result (1. 7) we derive below also suggests that pencils on local rings merit further investigation in their own right. We must next recall several definitions and facts.
A local domain A is called unibranch if the integral closure of A in its quotient field is local ( [7] , 4. 3. 6). If A is noetherian and 1-dimensional, this amounts to saying that there is a unique valuation ring of qt A which dominates A (because is a noetherian ring; see [13] , Theorem (33. 2), p. 115). We will call a nonzero element/of a local ring O unibranch if O//O is a domain and is unibranch.
We also need some facts concerning regul r local rings (0, 901, k) of dimension 2. Suppose X-»SpecO is the blowing-up of 50Ϊ. (See [18] , p. One consequence is that for unibranch/ μ(/) = min {/·*,/·)>}.
Note. 1) Given α, β e O, with g.c.d.(a, ) = l, the ideal J generated by α and is primary for 501. By the intersection multiplicity α · β of α and j in O we mean the (fmite) length of the O-module -. If a, /? have a common factor, we define α · to be +00. j
2) In 1. 7 below, we assume that χ does not divide/ i.e., using the notation of 1. 7, that d=f-χ is fmite. Then in every case <?=/' · χ will be fmite.
Finally, we assume familiarity with the formulas relating intersection multiplicities in O and intersection indices on X. (See [18] , (10) and (11) The remaining Statements in 1. 7 are clear, by the above proof and the discussion preceding 1. 7. 2 > · · -^ l, and Λ has s -h l base points, where s+ 1 ^/· g. 2) was established in the proof of 1. 7. 3) follows by induction on the "5 divides 5" and "appears with positive exponent" of 1. 7, and 4) follows from the fact that Case l of 1. 7 holds for
8. Corollaries. Let
We return now to 1. 5. l and 1. 5. 2 and use our results on local pencils to describe the global situations there. In the notation there we have, by 1.8. 1) and 2), and the remarks following 1. 5. 2, that X i+1 = Y i+i9 ^ = (?,·, and σ^τ; for 0^ i^s, i.e., the base points of Λ consist of a certain number of the successive i. n. points on Λ 0 above P 0 . not only does Λ λ "go through" Σ faPi, but P { "lies on" Λ λ , and the "effective multii=0 plicity" μ(Λ ( 1\ P t ) of P t on Λ λ equals μ { (Q^i^s, Ae/:). We leave it to the interested reader to determine what form 1. 9, 1. 10 and the ensuing results take in case the place at infinity of/is not necessarily rational, but only, say, purely inseparable over k.
Multiplicity of the last base point
The first consequence to be drawn now is that, by the last Statement in 1. 7, , then the counterparts of 1. 9, 10 and 11 are gotten by simply replacing k by K-in particular the sequence of base point multiplicities and the structure of (Λ$ +1) ) 00 remain unchanged. In the sequel we will drop the subscripts "K".
Our next objective is to determine the value of μ 5 .
Let 2ΐ,= |£{ 5+1) |, O^i^s. We need to describe |Γ|= (J A t topologically; in order i=0 _ to use the known theorems, we pass to the algebraic closure k of k. The following fact is no doubt very well-known ; having no reference for it we give a proof. Remark. For the ancestry of 1. 14, see Lemma 6. l of [8] .
Lemma. Suppose k = k and Z is a k-variety which is the union of two closed subvarieties
Proof. Let / e k(C) be a local parameter at z. Clearly we can assume that t is regul r on C and vanishes only at z 6 C, and that C is a nonsingular curve.
Let μ = qπ r , with r ^0 and g prime to π. We must show q = 1.
First note that #(πΤ) is the principal divisor divA*(/). Given any weW, there is an open affine neighbourhood t/ w = Specv4 w of w, and an A w e ^4 W , such that the restriction of the divisor πΤ to OivU w is the principal divisor divA w . (See [17] , p. 131.) Note that h",/h w is a unit on U w nU w >, for all w, w'. Also, since div(A*(0/At) = 0 in Divt/ w , w w = A*(/)//4 is a unit in v4 w . On the other hand, p is everywhere #-to-l on closed points. (This is easily seen for Spec w -> Spec^w, for all w.) Since p is finite etale, so is Y:= ρ~ι(\Γ\)-+\Γ\. By v), Γ is a disjoint union of copies of |Γ|, and Υ-* \Γ\ is the canonical map. So |7| has q connected components, and q= 1. ) 00 [2] is irreducible -1. 2. 3) again -so the function field of/-/ over k(t) is a regul r extension of k(t). 1. 15 now follows from 1. 14. Proof of 1.4. 1). There are "fancy" ways to prove this; we give a relatively elementary argument:
Α [ΤΙ
. 3).) Another way to see that k(C) is algebraically closed in k(W) is to note that /-t ek(t)
First, we note that /-t e k(t) m has one place at infinity by 1. Before indicating the proof of the rest of 1. 4, we make some remarks: 1.4. 2) and 3) are doubtless instances of a sort of general Statement about the behavior of geometric objects (such s local equations) under specialization. We will not attempt to formulate and prove such a Statement. Accordingly, the proof below is very much tailored to our special Situation, and begins with this observation : Step 2. Fix, judiciously, local equations / 0 , . . . , 1 M for A t at its successive i. n. multiple points at inflnity, and regul r parameters at these points, such that each /,· is a polynomial in the corresponding parameters. Put S= {λ € k\ for some nonzero coefficient c in some l h c e fc(s) has a zero or pole at λ π~Ν e k}. S is a finite set.
Step 3. Show inductively that for λ € £, λ φ S, the specialization s -> λ*~Ν, together with the Substitution of new local parameters, carries /,· into a local equation for Λ λ -the blowings-up of A t and Λ λ "go the same way". Conclude that for such λ, 1.4. 3) (hence 1.4.2)) holds.
We next give two applications of the results in this section, the first of which will see use in the second. We recall that a polynomial/e JR £ 
Proof. f-t e K(t)
m is a line, hence has a rational place at inflnity. So the multiplicity of the last base point of A(f) (with respect to any generators x, y for k [2] ) is 1. So s the order Χ μ^-ί) of the divisor of singularities at infinity of /-tek(t) [2] 
, where d = deg/. Hence/-t, having genus zero and a rational place at infinity, is rational. Since /-t is regul r at finite distance, it is a line. As is well-known, /is then a coordinate line. (See [16] , Theorem 4. 5, for one argument.) 24*
G an o ng, On plane curves with one place at infmity
The next result is already known -one proof, shown to the writer by Peter Russell, uses Hamburger-Noether expansion. In [4] , p. 97, Question 4. 7, the authors ask, given two retracts of an augmented algebra which satisfy certain compatibility conditions, whether a ®-decomposition of the algebra is induced. They remark that the first nontrivial case is the following: Suppose/, g e R s k m are lines, and that/generates R modg and vice versa. (These are precisely the hypotheses of 1. 17.) Do /and g generate R7 Using the epimorphism theorem, they give an affirmative answer in characteristic 0. 1. 17 removes the restriction on char/u. [2] each have one rational place at infinity, and the intersection Index /(/ g) fin of f and g at finite distance equals If /-λ has one place at infinity, then
17. Proposition. Suppose
for all μ e £ (Here ~~ denotes image modulo /-λ.) Similarly, if g -μ has one place at infinity, then i(/-A, g -μ) Πη (See also Miyanishi [11] , for the case k -K and /? = 0.)
Proof. The linear System of curves of degree deg/ which "go through the multiple points" of/at infinity has dimension ^1. [15] , Theorem 4. l, p. 32 now gives the result -or one can invoke the proof of 1. 16.
Counterexamples
In this section, we assume that k is algebraically closed.
The following example shows that 1.4. 3) cannot be strengthened: 2.1. Example. Let char : = 17. Let/=>> 119 + .x 85 + xy 2 . We leave to the reader the verification of these claims: For all λ e k, f-λ has one place at infinity. The base points of Λ (/) consist of 3 points of multiplicity 34 and 37 points of multiplicity 17.
The multiplicity sequence of/at infinity continues 17, 2,...,2,1. Although there are surely examples of the same type s 2. l, with both p and deg/ smaller, the writer is not in possession of them. The interested reader is invited to find "minimal" examples.
The first example showing that 1.4. 2) cannot be strengthened was found by the writer. Upon analyzing this example, A. Sathaye has explained to us how to construct many such. To help the reader understand Sathaye's examples and the others of this section, we first establish some irreducibility criteria for power series in two variables.
The following Statements about integers are easy to prove. Observe that/==//**.
2, Let
We emphasize that the ~ process is defined only under assumption i) or ii) on / above, and provides us not only with an element/of a power series ring ί, but also with specified variables x,y for ί. We call / the proper transform of/. Proof. f q eO q has order l ; apply the "if" part of 2. 5 q-\ times. 
e., ^ = 0 for (D-i-j}D+j(D-d} <D(D-d), which is i). Similarly ii) follows from 2).
Remarks. 2. 6 through 2. 9 were discovered independently by the writer; some of these results may have been known for some time. We have only seen them in the literature, if at all, accompanied by restrictions involving char k. 2. 9. i), for instance, can be found, stated and proved differently, in [1] , (11. 19) , under the assumption that char : does not divide g.c.d. (A d) . Note that the second half (i), ii)) of 2.9 holds for / with one rational place at infinity over any field k, simply by passing to K.
We are now ready to describe, in stages, Sathaye's family of examples referred to earlier. Proof.
Q<\=lA-mB = (l -m) A -mC => -^ > -C A
Since / -m<C, we have a>mp n+l jA, so a* = aA -mp n+1 >0.
Using the first expression for a in 2. 11 and the fact that / -ra<C, one checks that a* + b*<pB. The last inequality in 2) follows from the fact that lA -mB=l.
We can now exhibit Sathaye's family of examples. We call a curve / s in 2. 13 a curve of Sathaye type. By 2. 11, curves of Sathaye type exist for k of any characteristic p > 0. The reader may have noticed that, in 2. l and, in general, in 2. 13, the pencil A(f) has a movable singularity at finite distance, i.e., f x and f y have a common factor. When k is of characteristic zero, Bertini's theorem on the variable singular points of a linear System rules out this eventuality. In view of the uniform behavior (1. 18) at infinity of the members of the pencil A(f) when char : = 0, one might therefore hope that if/has one place at infinity and the pencil A(f) has no movable singularity at finite distance, then /-A has one place at infinity for all λ. We briefly explain a way to construct counterexamples : Q^m<pD-B, such that l(pD-B) Rcmark. The following has apparently been an open question for some time: Suppose char& = 0, fek [x, y] , and/-A is irreducible and nonsingular at fmite distance for all λ E k. Are then all/-A lines? 2. 14 gives counterexamples in positive characteristic.
